Women share personal stories of motherhood in panel

BY WILLIAM YAP
Staff Writer

Six women shared unique stories about their experiences with pregnancy, abortion and motherhood at the “HerStory: The Women’s Experience” event in the Student Union on Monday.

Approximately 24 people listened to the stories these women shared. Each woman spoke for about 15 minutes. Their stories varied from being a student mother, dealing with post-abortion depression and accepting a child that was born four months early.

Recreational therapy freshman Kathleen Tuckness attended the event because she believes it is important for student mothers and young women to hear stories of others going through struggles that are not often talked about.

“After a real difficult time with pregnancy, for a lot of these women, there’s still hope at the end of it,” Tuckness said. The panel was hosted by the Campus Pregnancy Support Team (CPST), a student-led club on campus that assists other students in acquiring resources for student-parents and those expecting children.

CPST works with RealOptions, an organization with medical clinics for pregnant women around the Bay Area. According to RealOptions Campus Outreach Manager Abby Ferreira, the aspiration of zero nuclear weapons, border disputes and the continuing tension between India and Pakistan were some of the main issues discussed at the lecture in the Student Union Monday.

“I personally don’t think that we could get to a world with zero nuclear weapons anytime soon simply because there are all kinds of problems associated with nuclear disarmament as well,” associate professor of political science Karthika Sasikumar said. “It sounds wild but it is not necessarily going to be a safer world if we had zero nuclear weapons.”

According to Sasikumar, the major conflict between India and Pakistan is sharing the region of Kashmir, because the people of Pakistan believe that the entire province of Kashmir should belong to Pakistan.

“I just think it’s funny how what they think of their people [is] and then what’s actually the border,” political science senior Cindy Barbara said. “It’s a dispute that’s gone on for this long then there probably won’t be a solution to the issue anytime soon.”

Sasikumar said Kashmir wants to become an independent country, but as of now the majority of people in Kashmir wish to be a part of Pakistan. Accusations of supporting terrorism between India and Pakistan is another conflict that creates tension between the two countries.

“I mean as far as countries having nuclear weapons, I’m sure it’s a good deterrent from waging war, but it’s also unnecessary because it could end human life,” political science junior Kausar Khan said.

Sasikumar said the main points from the lecture were some of the challenges the world is facing, the role nuclear weapons play in regional conflicts and the importance of disarmament.
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I learned that nuclear war is not as common as politicians want to make it seem like. It seems like [the conflict between Pakistan and India] will at least remain stable.

Samantha Pereira
Political science and justice studies senior

continued from page 1

After India and Pakistan tested out their nuclear weapons, both countries went into the Kargil War, which ended partially because of the intervention of former President Bill Clinton.

During Clinton’s visit to India in 1999, the former president of India Kocheril Raman said, “It has been suggested that the Indian sub-continent is the most dangerous place in the world to-day and Kashmir is a nuclear flashpoint. These alarming descriptions will only encourage those who want to break the peace and indulge in terrorism and violence.”

India and Pakistan are not considered dangerous countries because they both have “do-not-get-activated weapons in their arsenals,” meaning that nuclear weapons are stored in areas where they cannot be accessed immediately and counter attacks would not be instant. India also follows the “Indian No First Use Doctrine,” which means that it will not be the “first” to fire shots in a potential conflict with another country.

“I learned that nuclear war is not as common as politicians want to make it seem like. It seems like [the conflict between Pakistan and India] will at least remain stable.”

Samantha Pereira
Political science and justice studies senior

continued from page 1

RealOptions H.O.P.E. manager Becky Morales (left) shares her story about not following through with an abortion while Fresno resident Kayleigh Spencer listens (right).
Tyler Perry captures Halloween spirit with a twist

BY DAISUKE EGUCHI
Staff Writer

With Oct. 31st around the corner, Bool 2: A Madea Halloween has been released in theaters everywhere this month to unleash the Halloween spirit.

Tyler Perry’s “Boo 2: A Madea Halloween” hit theaters on Friday, granting viewers a hilarious twist on the traditional scary movie.

Characters from a majority of Tyler Perry films are brought back in this movie, including Aunt Bam, played by Patricia Heaton. Forky Love and siblings Joe and Madea, Cassi Davis, Hattie, played by Patrice Lovely and Taja V. Simpson, nephew Brian, who is one of the protagonists, and his crazy cousin Madea. Perry’s ability to portray three completely different characters makes the characters not only memorable but entertaining to watch.

Viewers are sure to laugh at the entire Madea family, both in their unique journey to a haunted destination and within the family’s reactions to the deadly figures that relates to viewers who never quite experienced that corn maze death in real life.

Madea’s street talk and unapologetic insults are hands down the highlight of the film. She argues with her brother and friends even when they have an очень attractive boy. Her performances in other films let us know that the Madea character overpowered any of the other major characters.

Overall, this is a great film for anybody that loves Halloween but hates getting scared.

This movie was appropriately rated PG-13, as some of the language used by Madea and her usual trio of companions decide to help Brian by watching Tiffany for the night, which puts them in the middle of all the chaos.

Boo 2: A Madea Halloween” captures the hilariously rough language and unapologetic Madea’s character during every ghost encounter she quickly overcomes.

Tyler Perry’s ability to portray three completely different characters makes the characters not only memorable but entertaining to watch.
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Playboy makes important stand with trans playmate

Some in the HIV community will praise this decision. It can’t be easy to disclose being HIV positive before having sex, but it is necessary for an honest relationship. The only remotely agreeable argument is that exposing a partner to HIV is like assault with a deadly weapon, which is a misdemeanor in California. The problem with even that is with a dead weapon. HIV is a weapon, not harm without intent to kill, but HIV is something that kills thousands of people every year.

“I’m of the mind that if you purposely infact another with a disease that about the times they are doing too, not hiding from it. It is easily one of the most influential books in American literature. It has also long been a topic of controversy in the very schools in which it is taught.

The Biloxi Public School District, in Biloxi, Mississippi has removed “To Kill a Mockingbird” from the reading list, “when school districts remove ‘To Kill a Mockingbird’ from the reading list, we know we have a major problem.” Especially in such a divided society as we have today, removing a book that teaches the human new how to be respectful of people regardless of social, racial or intellectual class. It’s instrumental to the progression of society.

Despite the benefits of teaching the American Library Association lists it as the 21st most challenged book of the 21st century. I sympathize with those made uncomfortable by things like the “N-word,” rape, racial injustice and all other serious issues of our time. I feel that we need to feel it, and that’s exactly what this book does well.
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Taylor Swift is back after being MIA for months. Not only will she release a new album in November, she also announced the release of her new social media app, "The Swift Life." Through it, Swift looks to connect with her fans personally and give them an inside look on her life. Middle school me would have been overly excited to even look into it though. "I probably wouldn’t take the time to even look at it through," said. "I probably wouldn’t take the time even if I was interested in it." Swift’s new app is nothing that the world hasn’t already seen. "Keeping up with three different social media sites that we use," engineering senior Maria Gonzalez said. "The Swift Life" is definitely intended for her number-one fans, so I will be one of the few that download it.

Another social media app isn’t necessary on top of Instagram, Twitter and Facebook. "I already pay for music apps that play her music, so it’s not necessary to potentially have to pay for another app that plays her music and may also have some other exclusive stuff too," Lomas said. The app is set to release later this year. Because Swift’s app is very similar to the Kardashians’, it will probably end up as their apps are today — slowly dying. Keeping up with three different social media accounts is already hard enough. I couldn’t imagine adding another one.

"I don’t think she’s that popular anymore for me to be that involved with her life," psychology senior Jasmine Acosta said. "I have her on Instagram and I can like and comment on her stuff there too."

Whether or not the app will be free has not been announced. If there’s a price, it will discourage a lot of people from using the app. "I already pay for music apps that play her music, so it’s not necessary to potentially have to pay for another app that plays her music and may also have some other exclusive stuff too," Lomas said. The app is set to release later this year. Because Swift’s app is very similar to the Kardashians’, it will probably end up as their apps are today — slowly dying. Keeping up with three different social media accounts is already hard enough. I couldn’t imagine adding another one. "The Swift Life" is definitely intended for her number-one fans, so I will be one of the few that download it.
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Three SJSU eSports teams are unbeaten

San Jose State’s Overwatch, CounterStrike: Global Offensive and Rocket League teams started the season with perfect records.

SJSU eSports has a number of teams participating in several tournaments, but three of those teams have started the respective season without dropping a match.

“Well, we’re pretty nice this season,” CS:GO player Kevin “Omniscient” Ma said. “We’re going to smash everyone out of the water, so I have high hopes this season.”

The team is participating in the Collegiate StarLeague CS:GO tournament, which has a prize pool of $30,000, with the first-place team taking $10,000 in scholarships.

“Starting the season 2-0 personally feels great,” Overwatch player Daniel “Armadyl” Owsianowski believes the team’s success to its in-game ranking system and is using that to his and the team’s advantage.

“I feel a little nervous coming into such a talented roster,” Bluclax said. “I have big shoes to fill as the newcomer, and I certainly felt that during my first match.”

Bluclax is joined by teammates in the top 90% on NORTH America of Overwatch’s in-game ranking system and is using that to his and the team’s advantage.

“I plan on asking our other tank main to coach me,” Bluclax said, “He’s had much more experience than I have in higher levels of play. I made some major mistakes that ultimately cost my team points, but we did win our first match.”

Overwatch player Daniel “Armady” Owsianowski believes the team has improved throughout the semester and is on its way to the playoffs. He attributes the team’s success to its talented DPS (damage per second) players fan, “Bulldogg,” Matteson and Omniscient, whose roles are to deal as much damage as possible per second.

“The team is also fun and experience. The team is also developing a practice regimen due to the number of stuff. Win or lose I got to play video games,” Advisor said. “But we’re currently 2-0.”

“We have other plans.”

“We are very young last year,” Turner said. “I didn’t think we were old enough and mature enough to win the Championship, but we did. The future is very bright for our program.”

“The tournament, which has a prize pool of $10,000, with the first-place team taking $10,000 in scholarships. Head coach Peter Turner said the 2017 championship adding to SJSU’s 2015 Western Athletic Conference championship was an honor.”

Spartan players show off their rings of honor

The 2017 softball Mountain West champions share laughs at CEFCU Stadium on Friday night.

“The 2017 championship was an honor. It has a few games in before our scheduled matches and that’s it,” Adviser said. “We all have classes and other plans. Even the weekends when our games are scheduled we try to plan early games because some of us have other plans.”
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